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ABSTRACT
A catalogue is the window of the library resources. This paper discusses the multilingual
cataloguing of books in the Malayalam language and the various multilingual catalogue patterns
in the top University Libraries of Kerala state. The study has also given keen importance to the
issues related to information retrieval of the Malayalam books. The paper is trying to identify the
cataloguer's problems when he/she is doing the non-English book's catalogue, especially
Malayalam books. It reveals that, with the latest technological tools, a cataloguer can develop a
better catalogue collection that will be more user-friendly. It leads to an increase in the usage of
catalogue and increases in the user's reading habits. The reaching of the multilingual catalogue is
larger than a normal catalogue. The paper identifies that most of the universities are following
different MARC tags for multilingual cataloguing. The standardisation and the implementation
of multilingual cataloguing rules are essential for better utilisation of the OPAC and books. The
multilingual catalogue of non-English books will increase the visibility of the books. The
standardisation and the cooperation among the university libraries will help the public libraries to
organise their resources systematically.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with multilingual catalogue of Malayalam books. India is the world’s second
largest country in population, with rich diversity in languages, cultures, customs and religions.
There are 22 constitutionally recognised languages written in a variety of scripts. Library and
information networks are working together with their associate libraries towards digitising there
sources for developing databases. The Network Centres create databases in English easily, but
multi-script database creation is not so simple. As far as database creation is concerned, it should
not matter what language is used. Due to lack of resources, academicians are having trouble with
multi-script database creation [28].
The catalogue reveals the Library's holdings in various ways like Subject, Title, Author, Series,
etc. It guides the Library user properly to the materials of his/ her interest. The catalogue
preparation is one of the critical, time-consuming works done in the technical section of the
Library. Keeping in view the requirements of the Indian academic libraries, where library has
collection of different Indian languages. According to the collections of the library, the
automation software must have the feature of cataloguing the Indian languages documents. Not
only the software should accommodate the Indian collections but also it should accommodate the
foreign language collections as most of the academic libraries of the country have instances of
foreign collections [27].
In earlier days catalogue for a book was done in own languages of the resources. But, in nonEnglish language books, they should be catalogued both in English and the original language to
benefit the user who belongs to the English language. In such cases, the Librarian has to do
additional catalogue cards if he/she goes for cataloguing in English for a book in a local
language. The work is doubled with a number of cards, work pressure, etc. Now the time is
changed, with the revolution of Information Technology, it can bring the catalogue of a nonEnglish book in both languages in a single database. With these technologies, multilingual
cataloguing of non-English books is simplified and effective for both the users and the Librarian.
In this circumstance, the study focuses on the multilingual cataloguing of Malayalam books in
major Academic Libraries in Kerala.
2. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The study is carried out with the following objective:
a) To study multilingual cataloguing as per AACR 2.
b) To study multilingual cataloguing of Malayalam language books in Higher Education
Institutions in Kerala.
c) To find out the issues related to search retrieval by multilingual cataloguing of
Malayalam language books.
d) To find out the issues related to search retrieval of names of Malayalam language
authors.
e) To compare the utilisation of various MARC Tags in KOHA software by the four
different Universities for the multilingual cataloguing.
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3. SCOPE
With the advent of Information Technology, the Library catalogue is updated from card
catalogue to machine-readable catalogue. In the meantime, there was updation in catalogue rules
and standards such as LCSH, MARC, AACR2, RDA. Instead of all these, there was a huge
development in various software's (Open and paid) for the purpose of very small school Libraries
to University Libraries to Special and Public Libraries like LIBSYS, VIRTUA, ALICE, Koha,
etc.
In major of these Library software's, the above-mentioned cataloguing rules and standards were
used. With these software's incorporated with cataloguing rules and standards, Libraries can
develop a more user-friendly Library catalogue for their users and as per AACR2 there are
various provisions for entering the bibliographic elements of various resources in multiple
languages, such as parallel title cataloguing.
As per the constitution of India, there are 22 languages accepted and there are many more
languages. Each state in India has its own cultural heritages. The Indian cultural heritage is
reflected in the literatures, which developed in various local languages and it should be made
available for common reference and access. Systematic multilingual cataloguing is the only way
to access the information regarding the literature in various languages.

4. METHODOLOGY
The study tries to identify the fundamental issues related to multilingual cataloguing of nonEnglish books, especially in Malayalam books in Higher Education Institution of Kerala. Since
they are top in ranking and their Web OPAC is available, four universities are selected for the
study. The four Universities chosen for the study are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Central University of Kerala (CUK)
Cochin University of Science and Technology (CUSAT)
Mahatma Gandhi University (MGU)
University of Calicut

In Kerala majority of Universities are using Koha Open Source Software, which is compatible
with AACR2 and MARC. Koha is Newzland based software and it is also a user-friendly
software from both the user and Librarian side. So, the database of Malayalam books developed
in Koha software is taken for the study.
For this study, we selected four Malayalam languages books, the most popular award-winning
literature. The following are the Books:
i. രണ്ടാമൂഴം = Randamoozham / M. T. Vasudevan Nair.
ii. ആരാച്ചാര് = Aarachar / K. R. Meera
iii. മഞ്ഞവെയില് മരണങ്ങള് = Manjaveyil maranangal / Benyamin
iv.
മനുഷ്യന് ഒരു ആമുഖം = Manushyanu oru amukham / Subhash Chandran
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The study's data is collected by searching the above-mentioned four titles, authors, pseudonyms,
subjects by using Web OPAC of the four Universities. From this data, a comparative study of
databases of Malayalam language books developed in Koha software was discussed.
5. CATALOGUE
[3] A library catalogue is a list of books and other graphic material in a library arranged
according to a recognised order and containing specific items of bibliographical information for
the purpose of identification and location of the material catalogued. [3] S. R Ranganathan has
defined catalogue as” It is a tool which gives information about the contents of the library."
The main purpose of Library cataloguing is to help the users to search, identify and access the
materials of their interest in a particular Library on a particular subject or by a particular author,
etc. In short, it works as a book selection tool/ communication tool that may be limited to a
particular Library or to a group of Libraries and makes the reading material quickly available to
the users. The cataloguer must see every possibility to include each bit of information as far as
possible in the catalogue; otherwise, the catalogue will be meaningless.
In countries like India with various cultures and languages, cataloguer must adopt the parallel
title cataloguing option for books in different languages. Each book published in different
languages reflects the culture of each state in India. The book and non-book materials published
in different languages should reach the user through proper multilingual cataloguing.
Multilingual cataloguing provides the facility to search the bibliographic information in the
original language of the resources. With Web OPAC's help, this information can be made
available at the users' fingertip. The use of Information technology/ mobile technology made it
easy to access the Web OPAC, and it provided the enormous opportunity to search for any
information irrespective of the language. Everyone can search /type in any language with his/her
mobiles as well as Google input tools.

6. PARALLEL TITLE CATALOGUING
AACR- 2 2002 revision has provided rules for cataloguing the books in different languages. This
parallel title cataloguing requires a cataloguer with sound language knowledge, skills, and
abilities. The new innovations in Information Technology, Unicode, Mobile Technology, and
Open Source Software development created a new chance for the cataloguers to go for parallel
title cataloguing.
6.1 PARALLEL TITLES
[4] When on the prescribed source of information there are titles in more than one language
and/or script, the titles not chosen as title proper are transcribed as parallel title(s)
A parallel title can take the same various forms that the title proper can take
The original title in a language other than that of the title proper appearing on the prescribed
source of information and not linguistically linked to other descriptive elements is treated as a
parallel title.[4]
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6.2. AACR 2
Normally Educational Institutions follow AACR Second Level of Description.
[3]. 1.0D2 Second level of description. Includes at least the elements as set out:
Title proper [general material designation] = Parallel title : other title information / first statement
of responsibility ; each subsequent statement of responsibility. – Edition statement / first
statement of responsibility relating to the edition. – Material (or type of publication) specific
details.- First place of publication, etc.: first publisher, etc., date of publication. Etc.- Extent of
item: other physical details; dimensions. – (Title proper of series/statement of responsibility
relating to series, ISSN of series; numbering within the series. Title of subseries, ISSN of
subseries; numbering within subseries). Note(s).- Standard number.[3]
1.1D. Parallel titles
1.1D1. Transcribe parallel titles in the order indicated by their sequence on, or by the layout of,
the chief source of information.
1.1D2. In preparing a second level description (see 1.0D2), give the first parallel title. Give any
subsequent parallel title that is in English.
Wood Cree [GMD] = Les Cris des forest
If, in preparing a second-level description, all of the following conditions apply:
The title proper is in a non-roman script.
The first parallel title recorded in accordance with the instructions in the preceding paragraph is
in a non-roman script.
No title is in English.
Give as the second parallel the one that is (in order of preference) in French, German, Spanish,
Latin, any other roman alphabet language.
In preparing a third-level description (see 1.0D3), transcribe all parallel titles appearing in the
chief source of information according to the instructions in 1.1B.
1.1D3. Transcribe an original title in a language different from that of the title proper appearing
in the chief source of information as a parallel title if the item contains all or some of the text in
the original language, or if the original title appears before the title proper in the chief source of
information. Transcribe as other title information an original title in the same language as the
title proper 9see1.1E). In all other cases give the original title in a note
1.1D4. Give parallel titles appearing outside the chief source of information in a note (see
1.7B5)[3]
6.3 UNICODE
The Unicode is a multilingual standard for international encoding of the characters,
unanimouslyadopted by the industry leaders on the behest of the Unicode consortium, which was
incorporated inJanuary 1991, under the name Unicode, Inc. It provides a unique number for
every characters, nomatter what the platform, no matter what the program, and no matter what
the language is [25].Unicode is not hardware or software, it is a formal standard. Unicode
enables a single softwareproduct or a single website to be targeted across multiple platforms,
languages and countrieswithout re-engineering[26]. More information about the Unicode and
this version is available at the website on http://www.unicode.org/.
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7. MULTILINGUAL CATALOGUING IN KERALA
Multilingual cataloguing provides a very vast facility for a cataloguer to catalogue the
bibliographic details of a particular resource in its own language, in English, and in other
different languages. It opened the door to catalogue without a language barrier, i.e. a cataloguer
can enter the author entry, title entry, subject entry, etc. in multiple languages. Multilingual
cataloguing enabled the users to search for information in multiple languages and it accelerated
the reading habit of the users.
Kerala, one of India's most forwarding states in education, for implementing technological
applications in Libraries has adopted multilingual cataloguing very effectively. The University
Libraries, which are open to the public, cataloguing of Malayalam books in their original
language made the catalogue very useful to a common man to search and retrieve the document
in their own languages. Although there is a number of Universities in Kerala, only four top rank
Universities, which also using Koha Open Source Software and whose Web OPAC is available
are considered here for the study.
As per MARC 21 format, Koha software has been incorporated 942 tags for various
bibliographical elements. Out of these tags the most commonly used tags used for simple
cataloguing are studied here. Such as;
100 (Author)
245 (Title Statement)
246 (Varying form of Title)
500 (General Note)
650 (Subject Added Entry – Topical Term)
700 (Added Entry – Personal Name)
Based on the above tags, a comparative study of multilingual cataloguing pattern at CUK
(Central University of Kerala), CUSAT (Cochin University of Science & Technology), MG
University (Mahatma Gandhi University), University of Calicut is as follow:
UNIVERSITIES

MARC TAGS
100

CUSAT

CUK

Author in
English

Author in
Malayalam

245
Title in
English
followed
by title in
Malayalam
in the
bracket
Title in
Malayalam
= title in
English in
245 a and
author in

246

500

650

653

700

Subject
heading
in
English
Subject
headings
Reference
in
entry for
Malayalam
pseudonyms
and
English

Author
name
in
English
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MG

Author in
English

UNIVERSITY
OF CALICUT

Author in
English

English in
tag 245c
Title in
Malayalam
in 245 a
and author
name in
Malayalam
in tag 245 c
Title in
Malayalam.
In some
cases, title
in English
then = in
245 a
followed
by title in
Malayalam
in tag 245 b
and author
entry in
English in
tag 245 c

Subject
heading in
English

Title in
English

Title in
English

Summary
about book
or author in
English

CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
The cataloguer is given equal importance for entries in Malayalam and English languages. The
cataloguer used 100a field for author entry in the Malayalam languages and 245c field for author
entry in the English language. Field 245a is used for title entry in both languages. The cataloguer
entered Title in the 245a field, first entered title in the Malayalam language followed by the sign
= then entered title in the English language which is followed by the symbol /. For example
ആരാച്ചാര് = Aarachar /. The cataloguer for subject headings in both languages uses Field
650a.
CUSAT
Cochin University of Science and Technology used the field 100a for author entry in the English
language. The Cataloguer used 245a field for title entry in both English and Malayalam
language, title in the Malayalam language is distinguished using a bracket (). For example,
Aarachar (ആരാച്ചാര്). Field 653a is used for Subject heading in the English language
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MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY
Cataloguer used the field 100a for author entry in the English language and the 245c for author
entry in the Malayalam language. For title entry, the cataloguer used the 245a field. In this field,
the title is given in the Malayalam language followed by symbol /. Title in the English language
is given in field 246a. The cataloguer used field 650a for the subject heading in the English
language.
UNIVERSITY OF CALICUT
The University of Calicut used both 100a and 245c fields for author entry in the English
language. For the title, they used 245a, 245b, and 246a fields. In 245a, the title entry is given in
the English language, and the title is ending with a sign =, 245b is used for title entry in the
Malayalam language ending with a sign /. For example Arachar = ആരാച്ചാര് /. At the same
time, the cataloguer used field 246a for title entry in the English language. Cataloguer used 650a
field for the subject heading in the English language.

8. FINDINGS
The study comes to the following findings:
Although all the universities follow the AACR2 standard and MARC 21 format, local variations
are done in each university. It has been found that parallel cataloguing rules as such is not
implemented in all these Universities.
As per the AACR2 "Title proper [general material designation] = Parallel title" here, the title's
actual translation is done. The study reveals that all four Universities, using transliteration
instead of the translation of the title proper of the document.
It is found that entries in a single language are provided better search results for a query and will
be more accurate and accelerate easy retrieval of the document. In the case of a hyperlink of the
fields such as the author or subject heading, it is crucial to retrieve the documents. The
cataloguer should provide additional added entry/reference entries, to limit the entries in
hyperlinks such as tag 100a (author), 650a (Subject Added Entry – Topical Term), 700a (added
entry for personal name), etc. in a single language.
The study also finds that providing in-depth subject heading in both languages is very important,
as it helps the users to retrieve the documents with the keywords in both languages. It will also
accelerate the reading interest in related areas.
As Koha software is more sensitive to spelling, the cataloguer must be very careful while
transliterating; otherwise, it will affect the search result. For example, while entering the spelling
of author "Pottekkatt" which may vary from publisher to publisher, the cataloguer must provide
maximum added entry/reference entry for the same.
In the multilingual cataloguing of Malayalam books, pseudonyms are also given keen
importance. For example, for the author name Madhavikutty, all possible cross-reference entries
should be provided by the cataloguer. There should be cross-reference entry for Kamala Surayya,
Kamala Das, at least in general notes.
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If all institutions follow, parallel title cataloguing rules of AACR2 for the cataloguing of
documents will be more effective and accelerate utilisation of the library resources.
9. CONCLUSION
The vast development in Information technology, the internet, mobile technology, open-source
software provided a great opportunity for the cataloguers to use the provisions which is already
available in AACR2. Parallel title cataloguing is one of such provisions provided in AACR2,
which is made practical by the cataloguers with new technologies' applications.
Most of the Higher Educational Institutions in Kerala tried parallel title cataloguing, as it helps
the users to retrieve the documents rapidly, easily in their own language and the in-depth subject
headings in both languages will provoke the reading interest in a related area. Multilingual
cataloguing influenced the utilisation of Library resources much more in an era where people are
getting enough resources without visiting the Library itself.

10. RECOMMENDATION
Although multilingual cataloguing is very useful for both the users and the Librarian, the search
retrieval of resources sometimes will lead to difficulty if users search the catalogue using English
letters for Malayalam language books and the words are not correctly spelled. The four studied
Universities have gone for transliteration of the bibliographic details of Malayalam language
books, and the Koha software in which the database is developed is very sensitive to spelling;
there is a chance to skip the result if the user did not go for the correct spelling. As per the
present situation, the Koha software will display "No Result" if there is any mismatch in
spelling. So while going for multilingual cataloguing the spelling of at least title and the author
should be keen importance. For example, for the title ആരാച്ചാര് = Aarachar, a different user
can type different spelling like Aarachar, Arachar, Arachaar, etc.
For example, for author S. K. Pottekkatt, different users can type different spelling like Pottekatt,
Potekkatt, Pottekat, etc.
In order to get a better result either the cataloguer has to give maximum added entries in such
cases or the Koha software should be updated like Google providing results for related/similar
keywords. Otherwise, if the user cannot get the correct spelling used in the transliteration, the
user may not get the resource, which will lead to the underutilisation of the resources.
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